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Video Conferencing is a better way to do business and an ideal way to collaborate with clients,
customers, and employees. Conduct meetings, project reviews, and interviews by moving
away from impersonal conference calls and exhausting travel. Transform the way you
communicate with your clients by replacing everyday calls with face-to-face interactions, lifelike images, and distortion free sound.
Video Conferencing enables groups of professionals to meet and collaborate effectively across
town, across the country, or across the globe, yet feeling as if they were present across the
table. Your staff will appreciate the ease of collaboration, and you will enjoy the increased
productivity and profitability of teams working in unison. Increase the quality and effectiveness
of your company’s communication with your clients.
Video Conferencing provides HD quality video and easy-to-use features across low bandwidth
environments- without sacrificing audio and video quality- at a price every business can afford!
Video Conferencing is ideal for small and mid-size offices, board-rooms, meeting rooms, home
based professionals, remote offices, individual practices, and employee conferences.
It provides HD Quality multi party video conferencing and collaboration, PC video clients for
the mobile worker, PC desktop and application sharing, and recording of telepresence
sessions- all with a simple instant messenger-like user interface and wireless system controls.
Video Conferencing™ provides many benefits to businesses, such as:
Reduce Costs: Reduce traveling expenses by reducing the need for travel. No airfare, no
hotel, no expense account.
Price Affordability: Video Conferencing is designed to be affordable without sacrificing
quality. You can democratize video conferencing across your organization and still have
budget left for that next project.
Improve Communications: Conduct more effective employee meetings and client project
reviews by replacing impersonal conference calls and exhausting travel with face-to-face
interactions.

Provides Mobility: Your traveling and remote staff can create or participate in Video
Conferences using their camera equipped pc or laptop over their existing Wi-Fi or Broadband
connection.
Increased Efficiency and Productivity: All the time and effort you save in travel means more
time concentrating on the task at hand.
Ease of Operations and Control: Say goodbye to complicated remote controls! The intuitive
user interface makes it easy to use with wireless system controls.
Global Directory Access: Forget IP addresses. In a matter of minutes, you can access the
Global network and identify your parties.
Great for All Kinds of Work Environments: It's simple to set up and easy to use, making it
the perfect fit for your office, home, or the boardroom. In fact, it is so simple and affordable,
you will want to get one for all of your key clients.
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
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Client Project Reviews
Weekly Meetings with Off Site Personnel
Product Development
Project Management
Pre and Post Sales Customer Meetings
Technical Support
Conferences
Webinars
Broadcasts
Instruction and Distance Learning
Training Sessions
Conducting Interviews

SUMMARY
Video Conferencing gives you the flexibility to work in your own environment while still making
it to those important meetings across the country, avoiding jet lag and those delayed and
cancelled flights. It provides ease of collaboration, increased productivity, and improved quality
and effectiveness of your company’s communication with your clients and employees. It also
provides an excellent platform for events or large numbers of participants in a web conference.
Soon, you won't be meeting your CFO in Chicago, lawyer in Florida, or clients in New York.
You'll be viewing them right across the table while never leaving the office or stepping foot in
an airport.
Video Conferencing from Kinetech, is the new way to communicate and collaborate.
For more information, please visit our website at www.kinetechvoice.com

